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Non-Monotonic Generation



Recursive generation of  a sequence

• Define a one-step generator

• Input:                                                                           and

• Output: 

• Recursively apply the generator until it terminates

• A generic principle behind learning to generate a structured object
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Another perspective: probabilistic modeling

• The goal is to estimate 

• And, subsequently to find 

• From recursive generation to probabilistic sequence learning

• the sum of  the probabilities of  generating the target Y via all possible trajectories

• i.e. marginalizing out all possible generation orders.

• Exact marginalization is intractable, but we will stick to this formalism for now
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A (monotonic) autoregressive model is a special 
case
• The location of  a new token advances by one in a monotonic order

• This greatly simplifies learning due to trivial marginalization: no combinatorial search
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An autoregressive model is a special case – (2)

• Autoregressive modeling = a sequence of  classification

• Input: prefix and source

• Target: a correct next symbol

• Graphical illustration
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Works really well!

• Machine translation

• Any commercial machine translation system uses a monotonic autoregressive sequence model.

• A few of  of  my favorite recent achievements are
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What’s the biggest 

failure mode?



“Exposure bias”
a problem since 1995
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We want to learning from an expert 
(not from their demonstrations)

πref

π1

π2

Ross, Gordon & Bagnell, 2011



Imitation learning in recursive generation
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• If  I knew the ground-truth target sequence Y*, what would I have done?

• The whole problem is reduced to a series of  supervised learning

• We will consider two types of  oracles here: binary and n-ary tree oracles

?



A binary tree oracle

• Consider sequence generation as 
ordering a bag of  words

• Inspired by quicksort

• Target: (The, cat, sat, on, the, mat, .)

• Generation: level-set traversal
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A binary tree oracle

• Consider sequence generation as 
ordering a bag of  words

• Inspired by quicksort

• Target: (The, cat, sat, on, the, mat, .)

• Collection: in-order traversal
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Roll-in Roll-out

A binary tree oracle



An oracle to a reference policy – (1)

• An oracle tell us a set of  valid actions (tokens)

• (<empty1>, “on”, <empty2>, “sat”, <empty3>)→(<empty3>, {mat, ., the})

• There are many possible corresponding reference policies that satify

• Positive probabilities assigned to all the valid actions

• Zero probabilities assigned to all the invalid actions

• We impose our prior preference by designing an appropriate reference policy
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An oracle to a reference policy – (2)

• Uniform reference policy

• Coaching reference policy [He et al., 2012]

• Annealed coaching reference policy [Welleck et al., 2019; Emelianenko et al., 2019]
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A roll-in policy

• LOLS [Chang et al., 2015] states that

• In practice, roll-in with a learned policy easily enters a state space from which 
recovery is too difficult or inefficient: i.e., not good.
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A roll-in policy

• LOLS [Chang et al., 2015] states that

• Using a coaching or annealed coaching strategy for roll-in worked well.

• It does ignore the possibility of  visiting unseen states in the test time

• Looks less problematic than not being able to learn at all
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Learning [Welleck et al., 2019]

• Given: 

• Initialize: 

1. For     to  

1. Roll in with        to collect 

2. Set 

3. For      to 

1.

4.

2. Return 
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cool to

! have outside

been of

never

would

but like

i

• Target: “how cool! i have never been outside of  
ohio but I would like to.”

• Input: a bag of  words

• Generated: “how cool! i have never but i would 
like been to outside of  ohio.”

• Generated order: “ohio how. i cool to ! have 
outside been of  never would but like i”
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• Target: “how cool! i have never been 
outside of  ohio but I would like to.”

• Input: a bag of  words

• Generated: “how cool! i would like to 
but i have never been outside of  ohio.”

• Generated order: “. cool how but ! 
never i i been like have outside would to 
of  ohio”



More general oracles

• The binary tree oracle considers a subset of  all possible generation orders: 

• Instead, consider a full set of  generation orders

• [Stern et al., 2019 ICML] [Gu et al., 2019 NeurIPS] [Emelianenko et al., 2019 NeurIPS]

• A reference policy: 
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the cat _ on _ _ __

{<empty>} {sat} {the, ., mat}



More general reference policies

• A balanced tree reference policy [Stern et al., 2019]

• Prefer a location that is equidistant away from the near-by observed tokens

• An edit-distance reference policy [Gu et al., 2019 NeurIPS]

• Use dynamic programming to find the next token that minimizes 
the edit distance to the target sequence
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The design of  a reference policy matters
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[Welleck et al., 2019] [Mitchell et al., 2019]



An alternative: a latent variable model

• , where 

• From a finite set of  data points

• Three ways to go

1. Build a table containing all possible      for each      to store probabilities

2. Factorize the table: what I just talked about today

3. Smooth the table: latent variable models



An alternative: a latent variable model

• Combinatorial search → iterative optimization

• Search over a discrete space is difficult, but optimization in a continuous space is easier
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Latent variable models

• Notoriously difficult to fit a latent variable model

• Principal component analysis [Pearson, 1901], Boltzmann machines [Ackley et al., 1985], 
Helmholtz free energy [Hinton, 1994], wake-sleep algorithm [Hinton et al., 1995], independent 
component analysis [Comon, 1994; Bell&Sejnowski, 1995; Hyvarinen et al., 2000], contrastive 
divergence [Hinton, 2002], deep belief  nets [Hinton et al., 2006], denoising autoencoders 
[Vincent et al., 2009], … and my entire PhD dissertation…

• Because, it’s difficult to marginalize the latent variables 



Quick recap: variational autoencoders

• Learning by maximizing the lowerbound with an approximate posterior q

• Reparametrization trick to estimate the gradient w.r.t. q with a minimal variance

• Proposed by Kingma & Welling [2013] and Rezende et al. [2014]

• Reasonably standardized to train a VAE nowadays

• Generation by maximizing the lowerbound

• A difficult problem to solve deterministically

• A standard practice is not good enough:



Deterministic, iterative generation 

• Delta posterior 

• Alternating between two steps 
until convergence

• Fit the delta posterior

• Maximize the lowerbound using q’

[Shu, Lee & Cho, 2020]



Deterministic, iterative generation
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Deterministic, iterative generation
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• Ja-En ASPEC [Nakazawa et al., 2016]

• Limited to scientific domains

• A narrower set of  sentence styles

Src 標記減衰量標準の確立を試みた 。

Initial an attempt was to establish the damping attenuation standard ...

After an attempt tries to establish the damping quantity standard ...

Ref an attempt was made establish establish damping attenuation standard ...

[Shu, Lee & Cho, 2020]



Wrap-up

• Structured prediction can be done in various ways

• Fixed order, sequential generation ← often a default choice

• Learned order, sequential generation ← Non-monotonic generation with imitation learning

• Learned order, semi-sequential generation ← possible, but no time to discuss today

• No order, parallel generation ← Latent-variable non-autoregressive generation

• And, they all exhibit different properties



Conclusion

• Structured prediction is not reinforcement learning

1. There is no notion of  time in structured prediction, unlike in reinforcement learning

2. There are often reference structures (labels), unlike in reinforcement learning

3. It’s not YOLO, unlike reinforcement learning

• If  you are using (pure) reinforcement learning for your problem, try to see your problem 
as structured prediction and find an easier alternative solution:

1. Can you run your policy over and over?

2. Can your structure be generated in an arbitrary order?

3. Is there a computational algorithm (or expert) that can (approximately) provide an optimal action?



Bonus – BERT Generation



Bonus: separation of  location and symbol

• Consider the following decomposition

• Is it necessary to estimate                                         from scratch?

• i.e., can we train                                                 offline?

• i.e., can we train                                                 to work with any                            ?

• BERT Generation [Mansimov et al., 2019; Ghazvininejad et al., 2019; Lawrence et al., 2019]

• BERT [Devlin et al., 2019]

• Cross-lingual BERT [Lample&Conneau, 2019]
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What was BERT trained to do?

• BERT learns a distribution by learning as many conditionals as possible

BERT

Div

1
2

3



What was BERT trained to do?

• BERT is trained to predict a symbol given a partially completed sequence

• BERT assumes conditionally independent output, i.e., 

• BERT masks out multiple tokens, i.e., a few variables are missing:

• In other words, BERT was accidentally trained to be a perfect piece in a seq. generator

• We just need to figure out the location policy



What does                      do?

• Searches for a directed, acyclic graph* that covers all the variables

• The optimal dependency structure is conditioned on the input X

• Optimality depends on our evaluation metric.

…

…

* it’s not necessary to be acyclic in general as long as we constrain the number of  visits per node in topological sweep.



BERT Generation

• Alternates between

1. Determine the next set of  variables to replace 

2. Sample each selected variable from BERT 
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[Manimov, Wang & Cho, 2019; Ghazvininejad et al., 2019; Lawrence, Kotnis & Niepert, 2019]



• A log-linear model with manually crafted features and coefficients

• Features

1. Monotonicity: 

2. Predictability: 

3. Uncertainty: 

• Coefficients

• Manually set them to induce desired properties

• Uniform, left-to-right, easy-first, least-to-most, …

Confession of  a deep learner

Mansimov, Wang & Cho [2019; rejected]



Beam search & adaptive generation order

• Generalizing beam search from monotonic autoregressive modeling

• Different search strategies lead to different order of  generation

* though, for experiments, we only beam searched over the choice of  words.



Source Doch ohne zivilgesellschaftliche Organisationen könne eine Demokratie nicht funktionieren .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ cannot _ .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ democracy cannot _ .

_ without _ _ _ _ _ democracy cannot _ .

_ without _ _ _ _ _ democracy cannot work .

But without _ _ _ _ _ democracy cannot work .

But without _ society _ _ _ democracy cannot work .

But without civil _ _ , _ democracy cannot work .

But without civil society _ , _ democracy cannot work .

But without civil society organisations , _ democracy cannot work .

But without civil society organisations , a democracy cannot work .

Reference Yet without civil society organisations , a democracy cannot function .



Reasonable, but not quite state-of-the-art



But, some interesting implications: 
Constant-time machine translation

• With enough parallel compute, each iteration is constant w.r.t. length

Initially put forward by Ghazvininejad et al. [2019]


